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In view of applications, let us remark that every enumerable set

(for example the set of rational or algebraic numbers a, b) of sub-

stitutions Sab is non-normal, that is to say, it is impossible, without

using particular hypothesis on the <z,y, to deduce the convergence of

F (except for x = y = 0) and the analyticity of F from the convergence

of the series Fab(t).
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NOTE ON A SERIES OF PRODUCTS OF
THREE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS

JOHN   P.   VINTI

Let x, y, and z be real variables and Pt the Legendre polynomial

of order /. In this note we shall prove the following theorem:

¿ 6 + -) PiixMyMz) = Tr-'r"2 (g > 0)
(1) ,=A        2/

= 0 (g < 0)

(- I < * < 1, - 1 < y < i, - 1 < s < 1),

where

(1.1) g(x, y, z) = 1 — x"~ — y2 — z2 + 2xyz.

Furthermore, if T+ be the region of x, y, z space, as above de-

limited, for which g>0, and T- be the region for which g<0, the

convergence is uniform with respect to any one of the variables x, y,

or z, taken singly, that is, throughout any closed interval along

which only one of the variables changes and which is interior either to

T+ or to T—
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Before proving the theorem, it is of interest to state the geo-

metrical significance of the function g(x, y, z). The condition g>0 is

necessary and sufficient for the existence of a spherical triangle of

sides cos-1 x, cos-1 y, cos-1 z, that is, for the existence of a tri-

hedral angle with face angles cos-1 x, cos^1 y, cos-1 z. Then g1/2 is

equal to the volume of a parallelepiped of unit sides, possessing such

a trihedral angle at one vertex.

To prove the theorem, consider the function/(x, y, z), defined as

follows:

/(*. y, i) - T-lr1/2 (g > o)

- o dáo)

(-láaál.-lSjSli-tSiál).

We proceed to expand/ in the Legendre series

(3) /(*, y,z) = j:(l + -)ct(y, z)Pl(x)

where

(3.1) Ci(y, z) m f   Pi(x)J(x, y, z)dx.

Hobson1 has given sufficient conditions for the validity of such an

expansion. For the present purpose they may be specialized as fol-

lows (since / is continuous in any region interior to T+ or interior to

r_): Let

/->
(4) / m  I    (1 - **)-i/« | /(*, y, z) | dx.

If / exists and if («i, as) is a closed subinterval given by — 1 <«i

^x^a2<l interior either to  T+ or to  T_, then  (3) converges to

f(x, y, z) and converges uniformly with respect to x throughout the

closed interval («i, 02).

To prove the theorem we thus need prove only that /exists and that

Ci(y, z)=Pi(y)Pi(z). Repetition of the argument, with the aid of

Legendre expansions in Pi{y) or in Pi{z), will then show that, in any

closed region interior to T+ or interior to 7"_, the convergence of (1)

is uniform with respect to any one of the variables x, y, or z, taken

singly, that is, throughout any closed interval along which only one

1 E. W. Hobson, The theory of spherical and ellipsoidal harmonics, Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1931, p. 329 ff.
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of the variables changes and which is interior to T+ or to jH_. (It is

my conjecture that the convergence of (1) is uniform throughout the

whole of any closed region interior either to T+ or to T-.)

We next develop some relations that will be needed.

g(x, y, z) m 1 - x2 - y1 - z2 + 2xyz

= (1 - y2)(l - z2) - (* - yz)2.

If either y or z equals ±1, then g = 0 and thus / = 0 over the

whole interval —lgx^l. In this case / = 0 and the Legendre series,

although valid, gives only the triviality 0 = 0.

We now restrict consideration to — l<y<l, — 1<z<1. In this

case (1—y2)(l—z2)>0, so that the following condition is necessary

and sufficient for g>0:

(6) (x - yz)2 < (1 - y*)(l - z2).

If we now define a real number <j> by

(7) <t> = cos"1 [(* - y«)(l - y2)-1/2(l - z2)'1'2],

so that

(7.1) x = yz + (1 - y2)1'2(l - z2)1'2 cos *,

then the following conditions are also necessary and sufficient for

g>0:

(8) - 1 < cos <f> < 1

or

(9) xi(y, z) < x < xt(y, z),

where

(9.1) Xl(y, z) m yz - (1 - y2)1'2(l - z2)1'2

and

(9.2) xt(y, z) = yz + (i- y2)1'2(l - z2)1'2

are the values of x satisfying g(x, y, z) =0.

Since

(9.3) *î-l- [y(l-22)1/2 + z(l-y2)1/2]2

and
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(9.4) xl = 1 - [y(l - zY/2 - i(l - yVT,

it follows that — 1 5¡ X! ̂  1 and — 1 ̂  x2 íá 1.

The existence of / is not obvious, because of the infinite dis-

continuities of / at Xi and x2. To prove its existence we note that

| /(*, y, z)\ = /(x, y,z) = 0 (— 1 á * ¡S *i)

(10)                   •                                        - x^r1'2 (at! < x < xt)

= 0 (l! S í g 1).

Then

1   /* **
(H)

1   /•*»
7 = — I     (1 - **)-1'«g-1/,d*-

7T   J i,

We now replace x by # as integration variable, the corresponding

limits on <j> being from x to 0. Then, since g1/2 = (1— ;y2)1/2(l — z2)1/2

•sin 0 in O^0^7T, we have

1   c*
= - I    (1 - x2

X   Jo
(11.1) 7 = —        (1 - x2)"1'4^.

X   Jo

In (11.1), — l^Xi^x^Xi^l, so that x2 can equal 1 only if x2= 1

or Xs = l. From (9.3) and (9.4) it is seen that x2 = l only for y= —z

and xl = 1 only for y — z. Thus J exists if y ^ ± z.

For each of the remaining cases, y = + z, we find easily

(11.2) / - — | a |-1/2 I       (sin ö)-1'2(2 - a2 sin2 ö)"1'4^
x Jo

where a2 = 2(l-y2), so that 0<a2g2 for -Ky<l. Since a2^2, we

find that the
21/2

integrand ^-(1 - y2)-1'4(l + x2/4)1/2ö-1/2(x/2 - 0)-1'2

(0 g 6 g r/2).

But /0T/2ö-1/2(x/2-ö)-1'2(^ = x, so that J exists also for y2«*Vl.

Note that for ;y2 = z2 = l the above formula (11.2) for J is not appli-

cable, /vanishing in such a case and the Legendre series giving only

a trivial result.

It remains only to prove that Ci(y, z) =Pi(y)Pi(z). We have

(12)      C,(y, z)=  f  ¿M *)/(*. y, z)dx = - f * Pl(x)r1»dx.
J -l If   J Xi

With <j> as integration variable,
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(12.1) Ci(y, z) = — f    Pt[yz + (1 - fj^\t - z2)1'2 cos <¡>]d<¡>
T   Jo

i  r2T
(12.2) = —        Pt[yz + (1 - y2)1/2(l - z2)1'2 cos 4>]<ty,

2w J o

which is immediately seen, from the addition theorem of spherical

harmonics, to equal Pi(y)Pt(z). This completes the proof of the

theorem.

At any point (x, y, z) for which g(x, y, z) =0 the function/ has an

infinite discontinuity and the Legendre series is not valid. The

theorem, therefore, does not apply at such a point.

We now consider the end values x= + 1, with —1 <y <1 and — 1 <z

<1. Convergence of the Legendre series for f(x) at x= ±1 is,normally,

to the values /(l—0) or /(—1+0), respectively, when it can occur.

Hobson (loc. cit.) has established sufficient conditions for con-

vergence or nonconvergence to these values at the end points. From

his criteria it is evident that the present Legendre series in Pi(x),

and thus (1), will not converge to the orthodox values at x= ± 1; by

expanding /(x, y, z) in terms of Piiy) or Pi(z) we see similarly that

(1) will not so converge at y = +1 or z = +1. These conclusions are in

agreement with the well known Christoffel relation for the partial

sum of (1) when z = l, for example. In that case

* / 1 \ n + 1
£   / + -)Pi(*)P.(y) =- [P„+1(*)P„(y) -Pn(x)Pn+1(y)],
¡=o \        2 / 2(x — y)

which does not approach a limit as n increases.
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